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FleetSharp Users 
 
 
Previous FleetSharp Users 
If FleetSharp was used previously, all the IMEI values from these devices need to be removed 
from Aspire prior to being able to save Azuga as the GPS Provider in Application Settings. If 
there are FleetSharp devices in Aspire when trying to save Azuga as the GPS Provider, an error 
will be displayed stating that there are FleetSharp devices and Azuga cannot be selected.  
 
Turning on the GPS Integration 
To delete the existing IMEI values, the GPS Integration must be enabled. 
 

  
1. The Fleetsharp and Azuga option must be chosen in the GPS Provider field in application 

settings.  
 

2. A value must be entered in the Fleetsharp API Key field. If the FleetSharp account is no 
longer active, any value can be entered, example: 1234. 

 
3. A valid Azuga API Key needs to be entered, along with the Azuga Client ID. 

 
4. Once all values are entered, click on the Save button. 
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Locating the Equipment 
To locate all the equipment where the Aspire GPS Identifier is populated, in Equipment create a 
filter to look for where the field is not blank. Setting up the filter will look like this: 
 

 
The Equipment search list will be refreshed to display the equipment where the Aspire GPS 
Identifier is populated. 
 
 
Updating the Values 
Each piece of equipment will need to be updated with the appropriate GPS Provider, and the 
Aspire GPS Identifier needs to be removed. 
 
1. Choose a piece of equipment from the Equipment Search List screen. 

 
2. The Aspire GPS Indicator needs to be updated with Neither or Azuga. 
 

 
 

Note:  These additional options only appear when the FleetSharp and Azuga option is 
selected as the GPS Provider in Application Settings. 
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3. The Aspire GPS Identifier will also need to be removed. 
 

 
 

4. Once both pieces of information have been updated, all changes need to be Saved.  
 
5. The same changes will need to be made on each piece of equipment. 
 
6. Once all the changes have been made, then the Azuga option can be chosen in the GPS 

Provider option in the Application Settings.  
 

 
Current FleetSharp Users 
If currently using FleetSharp, and are also going to use Azuga, the Fleetsharp and Azuga option 
must be chosen in the GPS Provider option in Application Settings. The existing Fleetsharp API 
Key will remain, and the Azuga API Key will need to be entered., along with the Azuga Client ID. 
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1. Choosing the Fleetsharp and Azuga option in the GPS Integration settings, will enable a 
drop down on each piece of equipment, where the appropriate GPS provider can be chosen.  

 

 
 

Note:  This field will default to Fleetsharp, if this is no longer the valid entry for the 
equipment, Neither or Azuga are the other options to choose from. 

 
2. Once the appropriate GPS Provider is chosen, the Aspire GPS Identifier of the device 

associated with the vehicle will need to be chosen from the drop-down list.  
 

 

3. Once all options have been selected on the equipment, click on the Save button. 
 

4. These steps need to be followed for each piece of equipment that should be updated with 
Azuga values.  

 
5. These same steps will also be followed in order to remove any existing entries that are no 

longer valid. 
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